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1. Introduction
After the C
r
,p-capacity associated with a general Markov semigroup (Γf)f>o on
Lp-space was introduced by Fukushima-Kaneko [3], Kaneko [5] constructed a Hunt
process associated with (Γf)f>0 uniquely up to CΓ,P-equivalence in the case that the
underlying space is locally compact and the semigroup is analytic. Fukushima [2] ex-
tended Kaneko's result to the non-locally compact case. In this paper we release the
restriction of the analyticity of the semigroup. The difficulty to deal with this case is
that the transition kernel of process can not be directly constructed from semigroup
since Ttf has no quasi-continuous m-version for general / e Lp(E\m). To overcome
this difficulty, we first compactify the underlying space and then use the weak conver-
gence of probability measures on compact space to construct a transition kernel. Sim-
ilar to [5] and [2] we construct a Hunt process on the compactified space and then
use the tightness property of C
r
,p capacity to restrict the process back to the original
space. Therefore in the case 1 € ^>,p, we improve the corresponding result of [2].
Furthermore, we mention that the result can be applied to the case in [6].
Let E be a Hausdorff topological space and m be a σ-finite measure on the Borel
σ-field B(E). Let (Γ
ί
)/>o be a strongly continuous contraction semigroup on Lp(E\m),
which is Markovian, i.e. 0 < u < 1, m-a.e. implies 0 < Ttu < 1, m-a.e.
Let (V
r
)r>o be the Γ transformation of (Γ
r
)
ί>0:
°
 tr/2-ιe-tTtdt
and Jv.p = V
r
(Lp\ \\u\\
r
,p = \\f\\LP for u = VΓ/, f e Lp. It is well known that
( 7>,/7, II II) is a Banach space. For r > 0, α > 0, put
Then αΓ/2V
r
α
 is a Markovian contraction operator on Lp(E\m), arί2V? -> I strongly
as a -> oo and the range of V" equals T
r
^p ([6]).
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For open subset U c £, the C
r
,p-capacity is defined by
C
Γi|,(£/) := inf{||ιι||^ : u e J>ip> u > 1, m-α.e. on ί/}
and for an arbitrary set B c X
Cap
Γιp(£) := inf{CΓip(ί/) : ί/ open and U c B}.
"C
r
,p-quasi-every where" or briefly "CΓι/?-q.e." means that a statement holds except on a
C
r
,p-capacity zero set. An increasing sequence of closed sets {£*}*>! is called a C
r
,p-
nest if C
r
,p(Eck) | 0 as k -> oo. A function u is called CΓjp -quasi-continuous if there
exists a CV^-nest {£*}*>* such that the restriction of / to Ek is continuous. For a
fixed C
r
,p-nest {£*}*>!, let C({Ek}) := {/ : f\Ek is continuous on Ek for k > I}. We
denote by u the C
r
,p -quasi-continuous m-version of u. A set of functions D is said
to separate the points of E if for any x,y e E9 x ^ y, there exist u e D such that
In this paper, we make the following basic assumptions:
(A.I) The capacity is tight: there exist increasing compact subsets Ek (k = 1 , .-..). of
E satisfying C
r
,p(Eck) \, 0 as n -> oo.
(A.2) There exists a dense subset J^p c Tr,p such that each element of J^p has a
C
r<p-quasi-continuous m-version.
(A.3) There exists a countable β-algebra D c J* \p such that D separates points of
E\N for some C
Γ
,P -exceptional set N and I e D, where D:={M : u e D}.
For an operator T on Lp(E\m\ TD :- [Tu : u e D} TD := [Tu : u e D}. De-
fine f
r
^p as {u : u € fr,p}' The symbol "A" means weak convergence of probability
measures. A sequence of functions {un}n>\ is called Cr>/7-quasi-uniformly convergence
if there exists u c fr,p and a Cr,p-nest [Ek]k>\ such that un converges to u uniformly
on each Ek.
The main result is
Theorem. For r > 2, p > 1, there exists a Hunt process M - (Ω, F, Tt, Qt, Xt,
PZ\ZE such that Qtf is a Cr ,p -quasi-continuous m-version of Ttf for bounded f €
2. Preparation and a lemma
With the basic assumptions as in Section 1, similarly to the case of [7, III.3], [3],
[6] we can show the following properties:
(a) If M is a Cr,p -quasi-continuous function and u > 0 m-a.e. then u > 0 Qp-q.e.
(b) For u e Fr,p, there exists Crjp -quasi-continuous modification u of u satisfying
C
Γ
. ( |δ |>λ)<λ- ' > | | ι ι | | , λ>0.
C
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(c) The convergence of C
r
,p-quasi-continuous functions in Tr,p implies the Cr,p-
quasi-uniform convergence of some subsequence.
Similar to [7, IV.3], we can select a C
Γ
,p-nest {£*}*>! of compact metrizable sub-
sets of E such that Y := Uk>\Ek (Y is a topological Lusin space) and
(i) D separates points of F,
(ii) D, f,D, V
r
aD c C({Ek}) for α, r, t e β+,
(iii) VM € D, ftu > u on Y.
reC?,UO
For simplicity, we assume that each element in D is Cr,p-quasi-continuous. As in
[7, IV] we may identify Lp(E\m} with Lp(Y',m) canonically.
Let D := {«/ : ί e Λf} Define
00 j
<*(*, 30 := Σ 2^1arctanM«W ~ arctanM«OOI, *, y e y.
*>1
Since D separates the points of Y, d is a metric on Y. Define E := completion of Y,
with respect to the metric d. Let d be the natural extension of d. Then similar to [7,
IV, Lemma 3.13], we have
(iv) (£, d) is a compact metric space,
(v) d-B(Y) = B(Y\
(vi) Y€d-B(E),
(vii) If F c Ek for some £, and F is a compact subset of F, then F is the d-
compact set and d-topology induced on F coincides with the topology on F in-
herited from E.
Let i : Y -> E be the inclusion map. Set m := m - ί~l. Using the methods of [7,
VI], we can introduce an isometry Ί : Lp(E\m) -+ Lp(Y\m).
Define for / € Lp(E\m)
T,f:=Γl(Tt(f.iy).
It is easy to show that (ff)r>o is a strongly continuous contraction semigroup on
Lp(E\m). Thus we can introduce f
r
,p, Vr,p on L
p(E\m) of (Tt)t>Q. It is easy to show
that
(viii) D := {ΰ : u e D} c f
r
,p, where M is a continuous extension to E of u with
respect ot the metric 5,
(ix) D separates points of £",
(x) D is a β-algebra.
In fact, for u e D, u e D, there exists w E Lp(E\m) such that M = V
Γ
,pw. We
trivially extend w to £" and denote it by w, then w = woi m—a.e. on E. Since S -M
m — a.e. on £", V
r
,p^ o i = V^ϋ; m — a.e. on £". Thus
_ m—a.e. on £
 T 7 m—a.e. on £ ¥. . τx,-v -x m—a.e. on £ ¥-rM = M = V^w = V
r
,pw o i = ι(Vr,pw) ======= Vr,pit;.
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Therefore there exists w e Lp(E\m) such that ΰ = V
r
,pw, i.e. ΰ e fr,p. The basic as-
sumption (A.3) implies that D is a Q-algebra and D separates the points of Y implies
D separates the points of E.
Similar to [7, VI], the tightness of C
r
,p -capacity implies that i : E ->> E is quasi-
homeomorphic. Moreover, the following properties hold:
(xi) If (Fk)keN is a CV^-nest, then (Fk Π Ek)k€N is a Cr,p-nest,
(xii) N C E is Cr,p -exceptional if and only if NΓ\E is C
Γ>p-exceptional. In particular,
C
r
,p(E \ E) = 0,
(xiii) A function ΰ : E -+ R is C
r
,p -quasi-continuous if and only if u o i~l is C
r
,p-
quasi-continuous,
(xiv) C
r
,p(A) = C
r
,p(A Π E) for A C E.
Furthermore, the basic assumptions (A.I), (A.2) and (A.3) hold with respect to
C
r
,p -capacity.
From now on, we restrict the discussion on (E,d). We first construct a kernel
semigroup Pt on (E, d) which is a m-version of Tt. Similar to [5] and [4] we con-
struct a Hunt process (Xt)t>o with state space £, then we show that the process
(Xt)t>o can be restricted to E.
Denote Q+(Q) be the (positive) rational number and R+ be the positive real num-
ber.
Lemma. Let r > 2, / € Q* and p > 1. There exists a Markovian transition ker-
nel Pt on (£"Δ> B(E&)) (where E& := E U {Δ}, Δ is an isolated point of E) satisfying
the following properties:
(A) Ptf is a Cr,p-quasi-continuous m -version of T t f for f e D,
(B) 0 < Pt(z, E) < 1 for all z e E.
If there exists another kernel (QΛeβ+ satisfying (A) and (B), then Qt(x, •) =
Pt(x, •), Cr^p-q.e. on E.
Proof. For ί, <x e Q+9 M E D, by using the methods as in [4, Lemma 7.2], we
can choose a CV^-nest (Fk)k>\ consisting of compact metrizable sets of E such that
TtVr
a
ΰ G C({Fk}\ Ttu e C({Fk}), and for each x 6 Γ := U^tFΛ, there exists a unique
positive linear functional L
x
 on C(E) satisfying:
La
x
(ΰ) = ar/2Tt V?ΰ(x), Vw e D,
Thus La
x
 admits a positive measure P?(x, •) on £ satisfying La
x
(u) = Pfΰ(x\ 0 <
) < 1, x e Y'.
Denote β(£Δ) = σ(B(E), {Δ}). We extend (Pta\€Q+ to (£Δ, β(£Δ)) by putting
- ί W Λ\Δ> + ί1 ~
— Δ(A) x = Δ,
CV
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«α ~
where ί e Q+, A e β(£Δ). For simplicity, we still denote Pt by Pf.
Note that (£"Δ,d) is a compact metric space, {P?(x, )}αeβ+ is tight. Since each
E* is a compact metrizable space, there exists a countable dense subset {Jt*}
n
>ι C E*.
Let S := U
π>ι U^>ι {**}, then 5 is the dense subset of Y' '. By the usual diagonal argu-
ment, we can select a sequence of positive numbers {α
n
}n>ι which tend to infinity as
n -> oo such that for any t € β, x e S C Yr
$""(*, 0 -+£(*,•),
where S is a countable dense subset of (¥', d) and />,(*, •) is a probability measure on
(EΔ,β(EΔ)).
Since D C C(E), for c e 5, ΰ e D
lim £""£(*) = P,W(JC),
n-*oo
therefore for any x e S C Y', Ptΰ(x) - Ttΰ(x).
For any x e Yr, there exists {x
n
}
n
>\ C 5 such that jc
n
, x e Ek for some k and
jc
π
 -> x as n -> oo, so we have
lim T
 tΰ(xn) = T tΰ(x).
n->oo
Since {Pt(xn, )}/ι>ι is tight on (£Δ, 5), there exists a subsequence {jcnjt}*>ι and a prob-
ability measure P
r
(jc, •) on (£"Δ, B(E&)) such that
Thus for any c € F', M e D
(D frS(Jc) = Ptΰ(x).
Since ϊ) separates points of £, ^(£") = σ(D) by [8, Proposition 1.4] and P,( , A)
is B(E) Π y-measurable for A e β(£") by monotone class theorem. Thus P
r
( , •) is a
probability kernel from (Γ , β(£) Π Γ) to (£, β(£)).
In order to prove the semigroup property, we need to extend (1) to all quasi-
continuous function u e f
r
,p> To this end we first show the following
(2) £(jc,ΛO = 0 q.e. on E.
Fix an N e B(E) with C
r
,p(N) = 0, we can choose a decreasing sequence of open
subsets D
n
 of E such that U
n
 D N and C
r
,p(Un) | 0. For such t/π, by the property of
D and E, using Urysohn lemma and Stone-Weierstrass theorem we can find g
 n
 e D
satisfying 0 < g
n
 < l/n on E \U
n
-\ and g
n
 = 1 on U
n
. Then for any x £ Y'
(3) flOc.ΛO = / IgrP,(x,dy)I iaPt(JE
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< f gn
JE
Because for n > 2, g
n
(x) < (l/Λ)^\t/
π
j, + βυ
n
-\ w-a.e. and eUn_} is 1-excessive, we
have Ttgn(x) < !/« + ££/„_, w-a.e. This implies that
~ 1
(4) T,gn(x)< -+«&_, <l e on £.
Letting n tends to infinity, by (3) we have (2).
Fix a bounded function ΰ e f
r
,p, we choose a CV^-nest {£jtU>ι consisting of
compact sets of E such that ΰ e Cίf^}). Since ϊ) is a β-algebra, D separates points
of (Jk>\Ek for any fixed Ek, by Stone- Weiertrass theorem and the usual diagonal argu-
ment, we can select a sequence of functions {ΰ
n
}
n
>\ c ΐ> such that Vε > 0, 3N(ε, £*)>
Vn > N(ε, Ek)
ε
sup \ΰ
n
(x)-ΰ(x)\ < -.
xzEk £
Set M
n
 := supjc€£: \ΰn(x) — ΰ(x)\. Then
τt\ΰn -a\ = τt\ΰn - ΰ\ιEk + τt\ΰn -
< ε/2 + M
n
eE
c
k(x) m-a.e.
Therefore 1 A(Tt\ΰn — M|) < ε/2 + (MneE^) Λ 1 q.e. on E. Since eEck 4 0 uniformly q.e.
on E, by (3) of section 2,
(5) lim Ttΰn = Ttΰ q.e. on E.A2->00
From (2) we have ^( c, Eck) -^ Pt(x, (U££)) = 0 q.e. on E. Similarly we can get
(6) lim Ptΰn = Ptΰ q.e. on E.n->oo
From (1), (5) and (6), we conclude that for any bounded C
r
,p -quasi-continuous
function ΰ e f
r
,p, t e β
+
,
(7) Ttΰ = Ptΰ q.e. on E.
Thus for any ΰ e D, it holds that
(8) Pt+sΰW = Tt+sΰ(x)
C
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= TtPsΰ(x)
= PtPsΰ(x), q.e. on E
since Ptΰ(x) = Ttΰ(x) € fr,P and Ttΰ(x) is quasi-continuous.
From (2), similar to [7, IV lemma 3.11], we can find Y\ e B(E) such that E \ Y\
is CV,P -exceptional and
P,(JC, E\Yι) = Q YJC e 7ι, t e Q+.
For t e β+, A e β(E), set
-
Thus (Pt)ίeQ+ is a Markovian transition kernel on (EΔ» B(E^)). Then (Pt)t€Q+ satisfies
the properties(A), (B) of the lemma.
Assume (βr)/
€
<2+ is another kernel satisfying (A) and (B). Then for any ΰ e Z>,
ί e β
+
P,M(JC) = Qtΰ(x\ q.e. on £.
Since 1 e D, and D is a β-algebra, for any ΰ e B(E),
Ptΰ(x) = Qtΰ(x), q.e. on E
by monotone class theorem. This implies that Pt(x, •) = Qt(x, •) q.e. on E. D
3. Proof of Theorem
From the above section we know that (Pt)teQ+ is a Markovian semigroup on
(EΔ,β(EΔ)) satisfying
(a) D c C(£), D separates the points of E and D is a Q-algebra.
(b) For / G D, ft/ίjc) - » /( c) C
r
,p^.e. Jc € E.
ίeβ
+
,UO
Similar to [5] and [4] we can construct a Hunt process M=(Ω, f, ft, Qt, Xt, PX)X€EA
with state space (E&, B(E&)) and time parameter R+ such that the transition function
Qtΰ = Ptΰ, t G Q\
Let (Ek)k>\ be a Cr,p-nest consisting of compact sets of E, then E \ £* is an
open set in (E, d). For any E \ E^, there exists ^^x^ e ^"
r
,/? such that its C
Γ
,p-quasi-
continuous m-version e%\Ek > 1 Cr,p-q.e. and by (7) e~* ExeE\Ek(Xt) < e£\Ek(x) Cr,p-
q.e. on E, where E is the expectation with respect to P. Thus there exists a C
r
,p-
exceptional set i^ C B(E) such that for any x e N\
eE\Ek(x)>l> xeE\Ek, k>l,
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and
e-'E
x
et\Ek(Xt) <eB\E*(x)> ** Q+> k > l
By (2) and the definition of PX9 Px(Xt e NI) = Pt(x, N\) = 0 CV^-q.e. on E, we
conclude that
P
x
(Xt e NI for some t e Q+) = 0 Cftp-q.e. on E,
therefore there exist a C
r
,p-exceρtional set N2 C B(E) such that for any x e N%
P
x
(Xt e NI for some t e Q+) = 0.
For NI U N2, then there exists a Cr,p-exceptional set 3^ € B(E) such that for any
Px(Xt e N { ( J N 2 for some ί e Q+) = 0.
Repeating this argument we obtain an increasing sequence (N
n
)
n
>\ in B(E) such that
E\N
n
 is C
r
^p-exceptional and for any x e Λ^+1
PX(X, e NI U U Nn for some t e Q+) = 0.
Set # = U
n
>ι^V
n
, then for x e Nc
(9) 2£\E 4 00>1 J C G E X E j t , * > 1,
(10) ^f^^\ft(Xr) < ^ \ft(Λ), ί € Q+, t > 1,
(11) ^(Xί e AT, for some ί G β+) = 0.
Let Yt = e~'eE\Ek(Xt). It is easy to check that (Yt)t(=Q+ is a PΛ supermartingale for
x eNc.
Let / := [ti : i e N} be a dense subset of Q+ and define forneN
σl\Ek
 :=
 '
mffa '' l - i - n and X'ι e & \ Ek]
(where as usual we set inf0 = oo). Then by (9)-(ll) and the optional sampling theo-
rem for any x e Nc,
Since E\Ek is open, (&LE }n>\ decreases to σE\Ek as n -> oo. Let n tends to infinity,
we have for any x € Λ^c
C
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By (xiv) Crtp(E \ Ek) 4, 0 as k -+ oo, so \\eE\Ek\\r,p -+ 0 by the definition of capacity.
Thus by (2) there exists a subsequence {k
n
}
n
>\ such that eE\Ekn | 0 CΓt/,-q.e. This
implies that
P
x
( lim σ-E\Ek = oo) = 1, Cr,p-q.e. on E,k-+oo ^
i.e. there exists a C
r
,p -exceptional set N such that for any x e N
c
(12) P
x
(\m^σE\Ek=θQ)^\.
Set NI= N, Zι = Y = Uk>\Ek and
ΩI := [w e U\Xt(w) G Z\ U {Δ} for ί > 0 and ί,_(ω) e Zi U {Δ} for ί > 0}.
By (11), we have for any x e N$
For such an N\9 there exist Un | NI such that Cr,p(Un) | 0. Set Fn := (E\ί7n)nE l l, by
(xiv) {F
w
}
n
>ι is a CV5/7-nest. Similar to the above argument, we know that there exists
a C
Γ
,p -exceptional set #2, #2 D Λ^i such that for any jc € ^
P
ϊ
(^lim^σ^Ft = oo) = 1.
Set Z2 = U*>ιF*(c Zι Π Λ^f), Ω2 := {w e U } \ X t ( w ) e Z2 U {Δ} for t > 0 and
Xt-ι(w) e Z2 U {Δ} for ί > 0}, then for any x e Nξ
Repeating the above argument, we can find a decreasing sequence (Z
n
)
n
>\ in B(E)Γ\E
and an increasing sequence {N
n
}
n
>\ in S(£") satisfying:
(a) Z
n
 c Z
n
_ι Π Λf£_p £ \ Z
n
, and Λ^
n
_ι are C
r
,p -exceptional sets.
(b) Vjc G Λ^_p P,(ΩΠ) = 1, Ωrt := {w; e Ωπ_ι, Xr(u;) e Zn U {Δ} for t > 0,
X,-(w) € Zn U {Δ} for t > 0}.
Set Z := Π
w
>ιZ
n
, N := U
n
>!^
n
, Ω := ΠM>ιΩπ, then for any x e N
c
= lim P
x
(U
n
)
w->oo
= lim P
x
({w e Ω
π
_ι, Xt(w) eZnU {Δ}, Vί > 0, Xt-(w) e Zn U {Δ}, Vί > 0})n^ oo
= 1.
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Since Z
n
 c Z
n
-\ Π Λ^_p Z C N
c
. Thus for any x e S, PX(Ω) = 1. Note that
E \ Z is a C
Γι/7 -exceptional set, so Z is an Λf -invariant set (cf. [4, Theorem A. 2.8]).
Thus we know that M
s
 := (Ω,.? Π Ω, ft Π Ω, Q,|zΔ, Xf , (^ΛezJ is again a Hunt
process with state space (ZΔ,β(ZΔ)). By [4, Theorem A. 2.9], we extend Ms to
Λf = (Ω,^7, ^"r, β,, X/, (PJC)JC€£:Δ) which is a Hunt process with state space E and
βr( , •) = βrί , •) on ZΔ.
The last step is to show that for bounded function u e F
r
^p, Qtu is a Q^-quasi-
continuous m- version of Ttu.
Since for M 6 D, t e β+, P,"00 = ?/"(*) by (1), so Ptΰ(x) is Cr,p-quasi-
continuous. By the property of Hunt process, similar to the above lemma we can ex-
tend Pt onto R
+
 such that for t € R+
(13) Qtΰ = Ptΰ, Pa = ΐtΰ(x), q.e. on E.
Furthermore, by the argument similar to that of the lemma we conclude that for
any bounded function ΰ e f
r
,P and t e R+
(14) Qtΰ = Ptΰ = ΐtΰ q.e. on E
and Qtΰ is Cr,p -quasi-continuous.
Since E is a metrizable space and m is finite on B(E), m is regular [1J. Thus for
W € β(£"), m(Λ^) = 0, there exists a decreasing sequence of open sets V* of E such
that Vk \ N. For fixed k, similar to the C
Γ
,P case, we can find a sequence of functions
f
n
 £ D satisfying that /„ = 1 on Vk and 0 < /„ < \/n on E \ Ϊ4_ι. For x e Y C £
/>,(*, ΛO = [ INPt(x,dy) IN t( ,JE
< f
JE
-> 0 m-a.e. as π -> oo, ^ -^  oo,
since f
r
 is continuous in Lp(E\m). Thus we have P,(jc,JV) = 0 m-a.e. For bounded
function u e F
r
,p there exists a bounded function u\ e fr^p such that u = u\ m-a.e.
Thus we have Qtu = Ptu\ m-a.e. by (13) and (14), then Qtu is Cr,p -quasi-continuous
on E. Since Qtu - Qtu on E by (xiv), Qtu is CΓ,P -quasi-continuous on E. Therefore
the process M satisfies the desired request.
REMARK, (a) Let v
r
f = l/Γ(r/2) j^V/'-^-'β,/*, for / e #(£), / > 0.
Then v
r
f is a C
r
,p -quasi-continuous m-version of vtf for / e Lp(E\m).
C
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In fact, let H := {/ e Lp(E\m)\ v
r
f is Qp-quasi-continuous, / bounded}. Then
it is easy to check that (1) Ή D D\ (2) 1 e //; (3) V « ι , w 2 e W, cι,c2 e #,cιwι +
C2"2 ^ W; (4) Vw
n
 e H,u
n
 f w, M bounded, M e W. By monotone class theorem,
W D Lp(E\m). Thus we get the conclusion.
(b) It is easy to see that the conditions in [6] and [5] satisfy the conditions of
the above theorem.
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